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Joint Honeypot Networks and Hybrid Intusion
Detection System for Mobile Cloud Computing

Surya Prakash Subramaniam Govindaraj
x18149090

Abstract

The growing smartphone technology and emerging mobile cloud technology are
the latest wireless technology. Mobile cloud computing has many of the advantages
that look forward to the future and it’s also simple for hackers to take full control
of many other users Privacy of Data. While data security is expected to be secured,
the main drawback for users when the computer is connected to the internet it’s not
that difficult for an intruder to engage in a data theft on the required target. So,
for providing better security the combination of Hybrid Intrusion Detection System
(HyInt) and Honeypot networks is thus implemented into Mobile Cloud Environ-
ment with the significant purpose of mitigating unidentified and known attacks in
order to provide security. Execution of the research work provides a pure perspect-
ive of the security and quality products of the algorithm that was not included
in the previous research work. As part of the research work, intensive statistical
analysis was performed to prove the consistency of the proposed algorithm. The im-
plementation and evaluation outcome offers clear potential for any further research
work in the cloud-based Intrusion Detection System. The implemented algorithm
can be used for high-security cloud environment that is developed for army and
banking purposes to monitor the network’s activities effectively.

Keywords – Hybrid Intrusion Detection System, Honeypot Networks, Signature
and Anomaly based detection, Mobile Cloud Computing, Performance.

1 Introduction

Mobile Virtualization is the most highly developed feature arising all over in today’s
world, and its uses for smartphones are increasing day by day. The mobile user is con-
tinuously increasing as it allows the work to be simple and faster, where it provides the
latest technology that is rapidly growing and allows the user to access all the apps via
the network from anywhere in the world. Mobile cloud computing has a major advantage
where the use of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is very versatile and we can access the
data and share information anywhere in the world unless we are connected to the internet,
It also offers cost-effectiveness where use and maintenance becomes comparatively low
and real-time data availability, where all user information is available in real-time on our
mobile device when connected to the network from which we can update and access the
data via cloud-based online services, as well as data backup when uploaded to the cloud
for security purposes. Despite all the hype of the MCC, it lacks the major disadvantage
of privacy and security which contributes to trustworthy problems for consumers and
businesses as the innovation is evolving in the world the hacker’s increase day by day.
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Similarly, the companies are also implementing new things and methods for protection
where the cloud computing services are available on the pay to go to secure the cloud
environment.

How Hybrid Intrusion Detection System (HyINT) and Multi-Honeypot Network (MHN),
when implemented together provide better security features in Mobile Cloud Computing?

The implementation of Honeypot networks is used to achieve more defense in depth
protection and total security of the cloud environment, the implementation of honeypot
networks is used to achieve more defense in depth protection and total security of the cloud
environment, the analysis of attack approaches is identified in the honeypots network as
necessary for countermeasures. Many harmful threats such as DDOS, XSS injection, SQL
injection cannot be prevented entirely but can be avoided. Where there are several ways
to protect it from hackers, but IDS is the most critical and common way to detect any
malicious code in a network where it plays a crucial part in securing the cloud environment
from the attackers [1]

2 Related Work

In this section we provide the background and the work related to the proposed solution
in this paper. Where we discuss about the Mobile Cloud Computing and its security
issues.

2.1 Emphasis of Mobile Cloud Computing

Mobile Cloud Computing is the present and trending technology all over the world, and
it has various benefits, which is very useful in the way of enriching the user experience. [2]
From which it has specific functions such as storage, smartphone mobility anywhere via
wireless or internet access and its service is simply pay as you go. Similarly, as resulted
by the Juniper Research is the growing use of mobile computing, which notes that the
public and private sector demand for cloud-based mobile applications which is expected
to increase to 9.5 billion dollars as predicted by 2014, yet hopefully in the near future
it will increase more than that. Similarly applications for smartphones have become
numerous in past few years with applications in different categories such as entertainment,
social media, online streaming, banking, news, and so on the main cause behind this
is that the mobile computing is capable of providing the subscriber with a resource
where and how it is required purely on the basis of user organization. As shown in an
analysis reported by International Data Corporation (IDC) in 2009, where 74% of IT
administrators and Chief Information Officer (CIOs) find that user privacy concerns are
the major risks that stopped most organizations from jumping into virtualization. There
are 3 fundamental principles which mainly benefits in mobile computing like technology,
hardware and communications. Where hardware consists of devices such as smartphones,
portable devices which can be used by clients. However, with the wireless network’s rapid
progress, consumers are gradually embracing PDAs. [3] More than 2.4 billion consumers
will use a portable device to arrive at cloud computing platform for 2015 during the Allied
Business Intelligence report. Similarly, Google highlights certain cloud-based products
for consumers and companies, where it has a necessary item for mobile phones which is
currently trending all over the world known as Android OS also it has various applications
like google maps, streets, etc. Similarly, Google has launched an emerging technology
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known as Google Stadia which is a cloud-based gaming service it does not require any
hardware as it just needs an internet connection to connect. [4]

The below Figure 1 shows a design of the MCC process, the core techniques used in
the technology industry like parallelization model, virtualization and mass production
are the three primary techniques for cloud computing.

Figure 1: Architecture of Mobile Cloud Computing

2.2 Importance of Cloud Security

Mobile devices are prone to several external threats where they can cause unknown attacks
as people use mobile phones in cloud environments, whereas information privacy and
authentication should be known to regular users and software developers where if they
are aware of the outcomes of the privacy there will not be any problems with the hackers.
People nowadays don’t know the usage of technology and the advanced features in their
smartphones and their PDA’s. Through various security features including through app
installation such as anti-virus’s mobile protection can be achieved. [1] [5]

Security frameworks for Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is classified into two groups,
application security and data security frameworks, storing data on a database in a vir-
tual environment without revealing any details is more difficult for mobile users. An
authentication method is used to verify that if a user transfers a file to a cloud server for
sharing with different clients, similarly it should also be checked that perhaps the user
accessing the file is a trustworthy client, scalability is the capability of a network which
helps to interact with clients in an impeccable manner. [19] Similarly, the latest security
technologies for online services should be introduced such as VPN usage, encryption of
password, authentication and entry command can thus provide uninterrupted services
against various attacks like DOS attacks and data theft. [23] Therefore, when such at-
tacks occur the cloud services must provide a backup and restore service that can improve
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customer trust. The below table shows the recent security issues and current approaches
as follows in Figure 2

Figure 2: List of Security Issues

2.3 Potential of Intrusion Detection System in Cloud

An intrusion is any attack which might compromise a device or network’s CIA, and there
are many possibilities of intruder attacks the most common is (DOS) attacks Denial of Ser-
vice, when this attempt occurs legitimate users cannot access internet-based services. [6]
In the virtual environment, the intruder can send repeated attempts to authenticate VMs
via cyborgs, thus overloading their availability to legitimate users. The implementation
of Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (ID/ PS) that are still accessible could
not achieve the necessary level of protection and performance. Pandeeswari and Kumar
(2016) have applied a Fuzzy Mean Clustering-based ANN that detects breaches in the
cloud, where IDS usually operates in the above methods and implemented on end host
cloud servers. [5] [7]

By using authentication techniques, potential ransomware will prevent the use of con-
ventional HIDS based on signature matching methods. By testing the controlled computer
with the aid of the security process, complex evaluation based on existing IDS can be
prevented. [8] Signature matching approaches require proper monitoring, later another
level of protection (Modi and Patel, 2013) connects modern NIDS tools with traditional
anomaly detection method which detect cyberattacks into a network. Similarly, some
services like Snort IDS which is active by cloud protection, fail to recognize VM attacks
target from individual residents to different on a physical server. The below Figure 3
shows the different types of Cloud IDS. [9] The Hybrid Intrusion Detection system is
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Figure 3: Structure of Intrusion Detection System in Cloud environment

the effectiveness of IDS, which can be significantly enhanced by combining signature-
based techniques with anomaly-based techniques. The resilience to new unknown attacks
that benefit from the existing knowledge already generated by known attacks. X. Wang
et al suggested a methodology that relates to the central management approach, even
though it has the drawbacks of all strategies that use centralized control in a distributed
environment [10], Similarly, Modi et al initiated a method for a stepwise detection of
intrusion. It originally pre-processes packets and transmits them to signature-based IDS
after comparing them with patterns that have already been found, Hybrid IDS is more
beneficial in terms of vulnerability security and also performance. The main constraints
to previous solutions were that they could not be fully designed to handle new types of
attacks, where this is also a time-consuming task that requires too much time to examine
suspicious attacks [11]

2.4 Honeypot uses of Intelligence

In network security, honeypots are a sophisticated idea, Such a system aims to gather
information about intrusion attempts. The level of interaction varies from minimum
interaction honeypots, emulating only the communication layer, to strong interaction
honeypots, running a real operating system. One of the main reasons for using a cloud
services takes advantage of lower IT infrastructure and company costs, and it is to col-
lect high and low communication honeypots used in a cloud environment to evaluate the
attacks, they must verify that the distributed packets are legitimate once they are trans-
ferred to HoneyCY as their transition to the cloud [12]. Similarly, it is made up of 3 design
layers where in this HoneySrv collects honeypie devices and information gathered, also
HoneyVm analyzes collected malware. Brown et al listed numerous virtualization sys-
tems involved in honeypot sensors, and Saadi et al provided IDS focused on a smartphone
device with a mixture of honeypots such as Honeycomb, HoneyNet and HoneyD. [13] [14].
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The below Figure 4 shows the architecture of the Honeypot function.

Figure 4: Structure of Honeypot

3 Methodology

This process is focused on more improvisation from the existing scenario, which is as
follows in the proposed architecture. The ideas which are majorly recommended to the
protection of the Cloud Service can be defended by the joint combination of Hybrid Intru-
sion Detection System and Multi Honeypot Networks, where it identifies for any intruder
alerts and slows down the attackers. These can be accomplished by the Implementation
of Hybrid Intrusion Detection System (HyInt) in a Cloud Service, also the deployment
of Honeypot Networks and creating a certain rules of regulations to be followed for the
precautions of any intruder alerts, if in such case of removing a appropriate malware data
from log files and conducting a binary analysis of dynamic malware. [15]

3.1 Hybrid Intrusion Detection System

In this approach it has the advantages of the combination of both anomaly and signature-
based intrusion detection systems as it can find any unknown attacks also it has the
knowledge of known attacks. Also, the main gain of this process is which can be functional
in both cloud and grid computing environments also it has the least false positive rate.
Similarly, Arshad et al, gave an abstract model that satisfies all kinds of possible solutions
for the requirements necessary. Where in this a system that has minimum human contact
with improved response times, although in the real system it will be much more intricate
and problematic to implement. There are some techniques which are implemented in the
step-wise intrusion detection system, at first it will track any packets which is transferred
to them with a signature-based IDS known as SNORT, and it compares whether it already
exists, similarly in case if the matching attempt is failed a verdict tree algorithm will be
used for anomaly-based intrusion detection. Next to the final, a set of possible innovative
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rules are created, and the signature database is updated, which makes the Hybrid IDS by
the way of more efficient in terms of security alongside vulnerabilities and performance.
[20]

Throughout this Hybrid Intrusion Detection System, it follows an algorithm that im-
plements 3 methods, such as Anomaly analysis, misuse analysis phase and authentication
phase, that checks if the user is signed up or not, similarly if the user is not recognized it
will increase the user’s warning. Secondly, it will process misuse analysis, which validates
user login credentials and MAC Address. [16] Similarly, the below algorithm from Fig-
ure 5 to Figure 8 represents the structure of the design to be followed by the application
where it denotes the process to be running in a secured way and the Figure 9 represents
the flowchart of the application running.

Figure 5: HIDS Algorithm
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Figure 6: Authentication Phase
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Figure 7: Signature Analysis Phase
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Figure 8: Anomaly Analysis Phase
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Figure 9: Flowchart of Hybrid Intrusion Detection System
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3.2 Multi Honeypot Network

Honeypot is a decoy system that ensures exploits through the simulation of one or more
vulnerable hosts where the intruder gives an easy-going goal. Where it uses specific
features to lure an intruder into attacking its host system when monitoring the device
activity and actions of all, also making documents of these attacks. Similarly, when the
thumbprint pattern of incidents and unidentified activities occur after the honeypot has
been activated, then it can track hosts to view the activity and identify if the activity
is an unknown attack or not [18]. The virtual environment is subject to various attacks
from outside and inside due to its various types of use and traffic because most of the
attacks are from outside, thus the collection of details such as target IP address, network
types, ports used, operating system and device vulnerabilities must be identified before
to take immediate mitigation steps. Similarly, cloud service should not be stopped from
being used, but we also use maximum and minimum interface for honeypot networks as a
way of achievement. Methodology discusses the dynamic analysis of the samples obtained
from the honeypot networks, then the samples running in a specific sandbox environment
with the goal of achieving this model feature, through the device impact of the attack,
the data acquired can be further calculated and make the signature module available.
Signature module includes two sections namely Rule Generator and Rule Updater that
has some rules. [17]

3.3 Rules of the Procedure

The honeypot database maintains attack information in the form of operations and logs,
and then the rule generator runs a shell script to generate specific rules from the in-
formation collected. In this, there are various kinds of attacks but the 2 most common
web-based attacks are SQL injection and Cross-Site Scripting (XSS). Now, HyInt can find
these types of attacks, but often because of avoiding techniques and the lack of informa-
tion on unknown frameworks which can be inserted through these attacks. Similarly, the
second kind of intrusion depends on suspicious binary files and SSH attacks, when this
kind of attack occurs, the data can be initiated as Dionaea, cowire and glastopf in the
honeypot database. [21] [22]

4 Design Specification

The architecture of the proposed system is based on the Hybrid Intrusion Detection Sys-
tem and Honeypot networks, where its architecture follows the application process, which
is deployed in a virtual environment where the data is collected. It follows the common
network, throughout this we have combined 2 methods proposed to prove a strong se-
curity as Hybrid Intrusion Detection System (HyInt) which can prevent unidentified and
identified attacks by using a proposed algorithm and the second method is honeypot
network, which is capable of luring the attackers or trying to delay themselves off which
further makes them fall into a loop when the attackers try to harm the network. Where
they also enforce the Sandbox environment and verification unit, which manages to re-
cognize the honeypot networks. Similarly, in this application, any violation is typically
reported either to an administrator or by using Security Information and Event Man-
agement (SIEM) system, where it combines the outputs from multiple sources and uses
alarm filtering techniques to distinguish any intrusion from false alarms. Where in this,
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a honeypot network which is attached in a system is implemented as a decoy to lure
the cyber attackers and also to detect, or study hacking attempts in order to gain any
unauthorized access to information systems. Where the project application is implemen-
ted in a local server which was developed using Java Programming language, client-side
scripting in HTML, JavaScript and CSS and the database in MySQL. Where the software
application needed for this project is Workbench Eclipse Kepler, server deployment in
Tomcat 7.0, this project was implemented in Windows 10 OS with 8 GB of RAM, 1 TB
of Hard Disk Space and GPU support.

5 Implementation

The architecture diagram for this process is in the below Figure 10, also the algorithm for
this implementation process is based on the list below as the proposed system is followed
by that algorithm.

Figure 10: Architecture Diagram of Proposed System

The below algorithm from Figure 11 to Figure 14 is implemented using Java program-
ming language where SQL server as back end. Considering the authentication phase as
per the algorithm is implemented, where the nature of the cloud may vary. An N num-
ber of users will be generated, and user information will be stored in the database, they
are denoted as registered users. Similarly, the application will automatically obtain the
physical address of the system through which the authentication takes place throughout
the registration process. The authorized client has access to the cloud for legal purposes
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only through that specific system. If any request is received other than the registered
user’s MAC address, an intrusion alert would be sent to the administrator.

Figure 11: HIDS Algorithm

Figure 12: Registration Phase Algorithm
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Figure 13: Misuse Check Phase

Figure 14: Analysis Check Phase
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6 Evaluation

The performance of a proposed intrusion detection framework was tested using the JMeter
testing tool also another testing tool like Vega and Nmap. Similarly, with the help of this
JMeter, the intrusion detection system has been fetched for 5 users, 10 users and 50 users.
A system’s overall performance is evaluated using factors such as estimated response time,
the transmission of data throughput. Therefore, other parameters provided by JMeter,
such as Median and JMeter’s response time is in milliseconds, the below table represents
the performance of Intrusion Detection of the users. The homepage of the intrusion
detection system “login page” is that where both the user and administrator will sign in.

Figure 15: Performance of 5 Users

Figure 16: Performance of 10 Users

Figure 17: Performance of 50 Users

The Figures above from Figure 15 to Figure 17 depicts the graphical representation
of the response time, where it shows the fast response time and the performance does not
become slow when the registration of users increases. Since before the chart generated
from those in JMeter has legibility problems, the parameters obtained from the above
tables are defined as a chart.
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6.1 Performance for 5 Users

When JMeter is retrieved from the Index page from the Home Page with 5 virtual users,
authentication page and administrator page the above table in figure.7 is obtained a result
along with graph.

6.2 Performance for 10 Users

When JMeter is retrieved from the Index page from the Home page with 10 virtual users,
authentication page and administrator page the above table in figure.8 is obtained a result
along with graph.

6.3 Performance for 50 Users

When JMeter is retrieved from the Index page from the Home page with 50 virtual users,
authentication page and administrator page from the above table in figure.9 is obtained
a result along with graph.

6.4 Summary of Scanning

Similarly, we checked the scan report of the software tool Vega, which shows some of the
technical faults for the corrections, where it shows the main drawback of SQL Injection
it is the primary cause of the application. So, we need to make a prepared statement for
the application to run the interface.

Figure 18: Scan Graph
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6.5 Discussion

The registration and login time test were carried out to verify that the proposed plan
was accurate and reliable than the existing method. Each client will have a MAC address
in the past method, which would be a complicated task at the time of authentication
and would be signed up in the database when the user is registered. Here the 5 users are
registered, authorized to log in and the test was successful. It also estimates the activity of
the response to this latency of the application to identify any unusual signal, which might
be an intruder. Similarly, the suggested algorithm structure can be extended according
to the complexity of the network in which the program is being implemented. The
application built is essentially an internet-based platform executed in Java and HTML,
the framework has Mysql server backend support, which includes a list of registered
users. Various server execution work was done using AWS that are recognized attackers
and identification based on their several interventions. New types of threats are not
regarded due to the difficulty of duplicating patterns of attack. It is quite explicit that
the suggested approach is successful because the algorithm can improve the quality of its
function and then satisfy the complex nature of the Hybrid Intrusion Detection method.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed methodology can be designed for a heavily secure cloud environment, like
the cloud that is being developed for defensive purposes and informative purposes to
observe the network’s actions expertly. The algorithm’s performance in terms of com-
putation and data consumption is stable. Similarly, it is also possible to implement the
proposed algorithm using free software such as PHP, Python and can be deployed in the
open-source clouds such as Open Stack, Cloud9.

The algorithm’s performance can be increased by adding many more parameters to
detect an Intruder alert in a network. Similarly, the algorithm’s efficiency enhanced by
changing the values based on the deadline. The output of the proposed algorithm will
remain strong, even though it increases the number of users. The identification of the
proposed algorithm anomaly intrusion alert may be further enhanced in future by alerting
the user with an E-mail when an intruder tries to break the application, Similarly trap
the intruder in a more complex honeypot and study further to prevent the attacks.
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